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About The Author

My name is Nick Pratt. I’m an internet marketer, affiliate marketer and trainer with 5 years experience in online ventures and network marketing. I’m based in the City of Nottingham in the United Kingdom. I am a BSc Hons Graduate from Lancaster University Business School. Before I became a full-time online marketer, I worked as a Local SEO (Search Engine Optimisation) Consultant. Prior to that, I worked in corporate jobs handling marketing services for businesses.

I’m a very keen pianist and regularly give piano recitals locally. I also enjoy the outdoors, things like hiking, walking and backpacking. I’m also a long-time squash player and have a very strong interest in location independence.

I admit that I am very passionate and obsessed about all things Internet Marketing and I can usually be found somewhere at home or in my office tapping away at my computer planning a new idea of making leads and signups online.

I got started in network marketing 2 years ago and in the years that I’ve been building my businesses online, I have come to notice a few challenges that most Network Marketers face when trying to build a business using the Internet. One of those challenges is people are very confused about how to generate automated leads online. The other problem is that people don’t get into profit quickly enough to sustain their business. This is the reason why most “quit”. It is because they don’t have the cash flow to continue.

The first opportunity I joined relied on “offline” traditional methods. I could never continue with home meetings, 3 way calls and prospecting. These techniques work but ultimately you are “trading time for money” and the more successful you become, the more time it takes to sustain your business. After this painful process and not getting anywhere with it, I met a small group of 7-figure income earners who promoted their network marketing business online with spectacular results. By implementing the tactics taught by these top producers (and innovating a few of my own), I now enjoy a steady lead flow and regular autopilot sales.

Examine the contents of this e-book and apply what you learn. I look forward to connecting with you at a live event, on the phone, or online. Stay focused and keep advancing towards your dreams. You can email me at nick@webtrafficlounge.com

Sincerely,

Nick Pratt
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Do any of these sound familiar?

- You struggle to find “new people” to introduce your business opportunity to.
- You’ve burnt through your “warm market” and need fresh leads to expose to your business.
- You have been using traditional marketing strategies such as prospecting, flyers and home meeting.
- You’ve started to “purchase leads” or are thinking about it.
- You see 30+ methods of generating leads online and filled with “overwhelm” on where to actually start.
- You have noticed “seemingly ordinary” people making money with your opportunity who are no smarter than you are.
- You’re ready to become a top producer if you just have a strategy that actually works!

Just to be completely clear. **If you want to make lots of money for your business, you need to completely overhaul your business model.**

Most network and internet marketers do not have the “mindset” to actually run a succesfull business. This is why a lot of them “quit” after just a few weeks/months. They constantly make excuses for why they are not succeeding, about how they lack the required resources (time, money, etc) to succeed in life.

This is why they don’t move forward.

It is not enough to make minor changed. This will not “move the needle”. You need to completely overhaul what you are doing and (in many cases), “start from scratch” or radically change what you are doing if you want to become a top producer quickly.

Enough is enough. Make a decision today to become a proper marketer. Read on for the blueprint strategy that works today.
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More than 30,000 people (and growing) are using this exact blueprint to create massive results.

**Step 1:**
Get Endless Leads Online With A Blog

**Step 2:**
Promote Affiliate Products

**Step 3:**
Automate Your Marketing

**Step 4:**
Sell High-Ticket Products
I will go through each step in detail, and explain why each step is so critical.

Step 1:
Get Endless Leads Online
With A Blog

If you just use “old school” traditional prospecting methods, after a short time you will “burn through your warm market”. This is when you have “run out of friend and family to talk to about your business.”

When this happens, you have a decision to make.

You need to “move towards the cold market” (aka: People who you don’t know)

Now, there are a few different ways of doing this:

1. Offline Strategies: So, this is “non internet” activities that can include prospecting friends and family, prospecting strangers, 3-way calls, home meetings and hotel meetings.

Whilst these tactics work, there is a crucial problem: If you ever stop doing the activities, your lead flow stops. This means that if you’re not prospecting or making 3 way calls for example, you are not generating leads. Offline Strategies have no leverage because you need to constantly be “out there marketing” to generate leads.

You may have noticed that a lot of leaders in traditional network marketing are always working “on” their business. They are always catching flights and doing hotel meetings. This is because they need to keep working harder and harder as their business improves. Whilst this may seem positive, what they are also doing is “fighting off attrition” in their business.

Does eating airport food and driving 1000s of miles each week appeal to you? (I had this in my old corporate jobs and I don’t want to live by it!)

Do you realise that a lot of leaders in traditional network marketing businesses spend 3-6 hours per day on the phone? Does this sound like what you want from your business?

More importantly, are you in a home-based business to create time freedom? To be able to travel the world, go on vacations, pursue charity work and spend time with your family? And
make money while you do the things you love to do?

If that’s the case, consider carefully whether you want to commit to a method that doesn’t have leverage.

2. **Advertising:** This is whenever you spend money to get your marketing message seen by the masses. It could be online with things like Facebook Advertising, Google PPC and Banner Advertisement.

Or, it could be “offline” with things like Newspaper, Magazine and Radio Advertisement.

Advertising can potentially be very powerful for building your business, however there are some pitfalls to be aware of.

- If you really want to make progress, you need to have a significant budget available. Most home business owners I have coached are on a limited budget so it can be out of reach for them.

  It takes a lot of testing which means you need to be prepared to “lose” some money at the start, as part of your testing. Again, this can be difficult for people on a limited budget.

- There is a steep learning curve for getting involved with advertising. If you want to break even or make a small profit on the front end you will need to do things like split testing, learning to write effective Ads, tracking your metrics and tweaking your campaigns. These skills can be learnt but it does take time and is probably better tackled after you have started to make some other profits.

  Finally, there is another pitfall of advertising:

In Summary – Advertising has the “long term” potential to create a lead flow for you, but I don’t recommend it for a beginner.

What I **do recommend** is to use “free methods” to start, and after you are making some nice profits, you can re-invest this money back into some advertising.

This will be incredible leverage!
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How To Create Endless Leads For Free

Endless Free Flowing Leads:

- Appear Every Single Day
- Never Stop Flowing
- Don’t Require Advertising
- Don’t Require Prospecting
- Don’t Require Approaching Friends/Family/Strangers

I got my first taste of “free flowing leads” in 2012. I started my Blog and posted regularly for a few weeks. Within my Blog posts, I would include a link to some free training in exchange for people to enter their name and email. When they did this, they became my lead.

Years later, I STILL get traffic and leads from content I published in 2012!

Not only that, I can be on vacation in Portugal and the Blog posts are still pulling in traffic and generating leads!

Here are some examples:
I STILL generate leads from content that I published in 2012 and onwards! I have dozens of posts like this.
You can see my Aweber back-office above for the kind of results this can give you.

By the way, I highly recommend using Aweber as your online lead system and email autoresponder.

See my blog post below for help on how to do that.

These leads flow in daily, WITHOUT advertising. They are “free flowing” leads. I continue to generate 25-50 leads daily on autopilot.

You can see my Aweber back-office below for the kind of results this can give you.
Why Do People Who Have “Free Flowing Leads” Succeed Nearly 100% Of The Time?

- **Unlimited Leads**: “Search” leads are unlimited because each day people go online to do searches. It’s not the “same old people”. It’s new people with new problems.

- **More Income**: You get “higher profit margins” because you are not spending $3 per lead. This means you make more money.

- **Lower Costs/Less Risk**: You aren’t constantly risking all your money (like being at Vegas). Instead, you are simply using your time to get residual free leads.

- **Time Freedom**: Leads Generated On Autopilot Tend To Buy On Autopilot While You Do Other Things.

- **No Prospecting**: Your Business Is Fun Again!
Summary: This Is How You Generate “Endless Free Flowing Leads”:

You Create A Piece Of Content And Put It Online

Every Day, New People Find And View Your Content

Every Day, Some Of These Viewers Become Your Leads
So, what kind of content produced the best quality leads? **Blog Posts and YouTube videos.**

How do I know? I know because I’ve tested a lot of things! I’ve generated lots of leads from content and tracked the conversion rates.

A “blog” is simply a website that you update regularly with content. With this approach:

- You write (or outsource someone to write) articles
- You publish the articles on a blog
- You promote your blog so it appears in search engines such as Google and other places. This attracts visitors who view your Blog posts.
- Some of your blog visitors give their name and email and become leads.

Generating leads with a blog is one of the highest-leverage lead generation strategies on the planet.

- Because Google gives your blog free exposure every day, you can get leads every day on autopilot.
- And your content generates leads daily for years.
- Generating leads with a blog requires no advertising.
- Unlike other lead generation strategies, blogging is easy to learn and easy to do.

Your blog sits on the Internet and generates leads all day, every day, on autopilot, while you do other things.

**Blogging Is One Of The Best Ways To Create Endless Free Flowing Leads**
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Blogging is by far your #1 best way to get started creating “Endless Free Flowing Leads.”

In addition to that, you need to lead with value and appear relevant and useful.

Click here or the image below to watch my training video that explains how this all works:

![Image: The Secret To Sponsoring People - How To Appear Relevant And Useful]

In many ways, that training video is the most important part of this whole process: Getting people to actually look at you and your opportunity!
Back to the 4-step Blueprint. Let’s move on to step 2.

Step 2:
Promote Affiliate Products

In addition to your primary network marketing opportunity, you should also be selling courses, tools and products on which you make a commission.

Why?

Because most of your leads won’t want to join your opportunity.

You need to get paid on all your marketing!

People do not “wake up” in the morning wanting another business opportunity. They do “wake up” wanting training so provide it and make money off the 99% who will never join your opportunity.

This earns you money and “keeps you in the game” with positive cashflow.

You should also be aware that the percentage of revenue that you keep (the “commission”) varies widely in the home-based business industry. For example:

• Traditional Multi-Level Marketing:
  - Normally, these compensation plans usually pay an up-front bonus of around 20% when you sponsor someone.
  - Then you usually get paid around a 5% monthly residual on your downline’s monthly purchases.

Understand that you only get the 20% commission ONCE (on the new rep’s initial order).

So, your monthly commission will average about 5% of your downline’s volume.
You need to engage in Affiliate Marketing:

- **Affiliate Marketing**: “Affiliate Marketing” is the promotion of courses, tools and services on which you earn a commission. Some examples might be email autoresponders, website hosting and marketing training courses.

If you want to learn how this process works from some great training, I recommend checking out My Lead System Pro below. This is in-depth training into promoting any business opportunity and having multiple streams of income within your sales funnel. Definitely worth checking out.

Click Here or the image below to check it out

![MyLeadSystemPRO](image)

**My Lead System Pro** is a network marketers paradise. It’s a “non mlm” training community for anyone in any opportunity who wants to build their MLM using the powers of the Internet.

We have lots of distributors from lots of different MLM Companies.

Click Here to take a look
In the very first network marketing opportunity I joined (2+ years ago), I was told to do the following:

- Call leads. Prospecting. Generally spending hours every day on the phone.
- Arrange 3-way calls with my upline leader
- Hand out CDs and DVDs with a company presentation. Follow up with a phone call to prospects.
- Do home meetings
- Invite prospects to hotel meetings

Are these strategies effective? There are 3 huge shortcomings to these strategies:

1. **These strategies are VERY time consuming.** I did every single one of these tactics and they are time consuming.

For example, with a 3 way call: You have to talk to a prospect, invite them to a 3-way call. Then you must do the 3-way call. Then you have to schedule time to follow up with your upline to discuss the prospect. Then you have to follow up with the prospect. This huge process takes hours and hours, and you are expected to do it several times a week.

With Home Meetings: It will probably take you 2 hours to prepare the presentation and event. Another 2 hours for the event itself. Oh, and then add on another 2 hours for the
following up with attendees.

Hotel Meetings? This can take up most of your day. At least, a 4 hour commitment when you factor in travel time.

2. **People perceive these tactics to be a hassle.** Most of your team will not want to invite people into their home and do a home meeting. And most people do NOT want to prospect friends and family about their opportunity.

People regard these tactics as annoying. Most of your team will not do them.

If your systems don’t duplicate, you lose the very benefit that Network Marketing provides: Duplication.

3. **People don’t want to do things that are very time consuming.** Your downline is NOT going to prospect, do 3 way calls, attend hotel meetings, etc. nearly as much as you would like. Why? Because the tactics take up way too much time. People are busy. These tactics will NOT duplicate well. That is why 99% of network marketers lose money.

| Traditional Recruiting Tactics Are Very Time Consuming And Do NOT Duplicate Well |

Ask yourself: Do you want to spend 10-20 hours per week for the next 3-5 years using recruiting strategies that are very time consuming and do not duplicate well?

What alternative do you have?

Well, the Internet has created an unprecedented opportunity to automate your marketing:

- Videos can get your audience comfortable with you and your message. When they know, like and trust you, this lowers resistance and makes them open to buying from you. When somebody hears you and sees you on video, they feel like they know you. **Videos are another powerful source of automation.**

- Network marketers LOVE webinars. Typically, webinars will close 10%-20% of prospects into a sale.
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But, the challenge with automated marketing, such as sales videos, is that creating videos that sell effectively is an advanced skillset. It can take years to learn how to create a video that sells effectively.

So, don’t do the selling yourself. Use a system where a leader does the selling for you.

Traditional Network Marketing gets part of this correct as most network marketing companies have “sales tools” such as DVDs, CDs and Websites that pitch the opportunity for you. However, these tools are designed for you to follow up and call the prospect after they’ve “watched the presentation”. This along can take a lot of time! Most people will NOT follow up. So, you won’t get much duplication as a result.

It’s far more effective to use a system that not only sells the products for you using online videos, but the videos are so effective, people will get started without your needing to follow up.

If you are currently lacking a system that does the selling for you, I would recommend using the My Lead System Pro (Non Biz Opp!) System where the “done for you” Lead Magnets and Sales Funnels automatically does the “heavy lifting” for you. As well as being a fantastic training system, My Lead System Pro can also make you multiple streams of income as an affiliate.

It’s the perfect solution for Network Marketers and it is NOT a business opportunity.

It is there to support your primary business opportunity.

If you are in Network Marketing and planning to build online, then you need something like MLSP!
When I first got started in multilevel marketing, people were encouraged to start with a $200 product purchase, then get a $200 autoship order every month.

In fact, the company didn’t sell any products that cost more than about $400 each.

So, what’s the problem with only selling products that cost less than $500-$600?

Well, to answer the question, please read the following pages. They were originally written by a marketer that has grossed more than $10 Million in his home-based business.

The following pages describe exactly why you must add high ticket products to your lineup.

If you want to succeed: Read every word of the rest of this e-book. This is ultra-powerful materials:
If you’re looking to achieve financial freedom from home, specifically through a “MLM” or network marketing opportunity, you’re in for a rude awakening my friend.

If you’re already in that trench, fighting with every breath you’ve got for much less money than it’s worth, it’s not your fault... The times have changed.

What we’re about to share with you right now may anger some, but will help countless others.

You see, the industry is changing rapidly and the purpose of this “Coffee House Letter” is to warn you, or at least make you aware of some very unsettling insights that need your immediate attention if you plan to make more than $10,000/mo in from home in 2013 and beyond.

Whatever you do, read this document thoroughly. We took out every sentence that wasn’t relevant to keep the length as short as possible, so if it’s in these pages, consider it information that is absolutely vital.

Now we’re going to go ahead and assume that you’re either pursuing a home business of some kind right now, or that you have pursued one in the past. If you’re in neither group, then consider yourself extremely fortunate, as the information in this letter will save you years of blood, sweat, tears, and money.

So what’s going on?

Well, in a nutshell, the promises of old-school MLM and “life-long” residual income are all but dead for the average person. They have been cut down at the knees by an unlikely culprit whom I’ll reveal to you in a minute.

I know you’ve seen the symptoms. In fact, I guarantee they are plaguing your organization at this very moment... But what you might not understand or give proper respect to is the cause behind them.

My Questions to You Are These:

- Is your organization being depleted by constant attrition?
- Is your downline full of complaining reps who need constant hand-holding?
- Are you tired of working your tail off for a few hundred or few thousand dollars when you feel like you should be making ten times more for your efforts?
- Sick of the “gotcha” comp plans that cut your check in half with the “get 3, who get 3, who get 3″, structure requirements?
- I hear you friend... And You’re not the only one.
- Right now, network marketing is in a struggle to find itself in a time where people leave as fast as they join, the cost to sign a new rep has sky-rocketed, and when “newer, bigger, and better” dominates the landscape which basically means...
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Trying To Build A Downline In The Internet Age
Is Like Trying To Fill A Leaking Bucket.

You can get ahead of the curve for a while if you have the time, money, and energy, but it’s only a matter of time before it will drain dry.

Yes, it’s a brave new world for network marketers, but fear not…

In an industry where hype and the pre-launch have become the norm, a growing trend is quickly gaining popularity with professional networkers who are sick of the 3-ring circus MLM has become.

It’s A Concept Called G.P.T., And It’s Going To Play A Major Role In Networking From This Point Forward.

No, G.P.T. is not a company. It’s not an opportunity, and it’s not a product or system of any kind.

It’s an answer. A solution to tiny checks, leaking downlines, and the “quick turn” mentality that has taken over MLM.

It will allow you to put tens-of-thousands of dollars of cash into your pocket in weeks and months... Not years. But the best part about G.P.T., is that you won’t even have to build a downline.

MLM as You Know it is Dead...
And the Internet Killed It.

Network marketing has always been based on the idea of working for 3-5 years and building a life long residual income that you can will to your grandkids.

Sounds good...

And it may have been true at one time, but not today. Not anymore.

Now, now... I’m not insane.

I promise.
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Let me show you what I mean by such a (true) statement...

Stand with me for a moment atop our private mountain, and look out over the entire network marketing industry...

It’s not pretty, but in one word here is what you’ll find:

**Incest.**

A finite group of people who are traded like cattle from one company to another every 9 to 12 months.

They were once called junkies, but the infection has spread to people above that description.

Network Marketing has become obsessed with “**timing**, “**pre-launches**”, and “**the next big thing**”, but the cause behind that obsession is what truly scares me. I’ll explain why shortly, but all you need to realize is that...

Pandora’s Box has been opened and we will never be able to close it.

Why? What’s causing this gruesome condition?

**The Answer Is Simple...**

The number of new people coming into MLM each year is now drastically out of proportion with the number of new company start ups.

Thousands of new MLM’s launch every year thanks to the internet. You can literally start your own company from your bedroom if you want.

But there are only so many people to go around.

**Welcome to the world of the Pre-Launch.** A company’s only chance to catch the attention of networkers, and steer them away from their current opportunity with the promise of “getting in on the ground floor.”

Before you know it, the game has started AGAIN. This time around a company that promises to be the biggest and best with their new patented Wonder Vitamin 2000 that will change the world.

Networkers inevitably flock to it by the ten’s of thousands trying to “get in on top”.

And if they don’t, it doesn’t matter because another shiny new MLM will launch in about 9-12 months, and when it does, and the music stops, the people at the bottom scramble to find their seat in the chain, destroying their old company from the bottom up in the process.
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This has resulted in a vicious cat fight between these companies over a dwindling supply of warm bodies, complete with name calling, back-stabbing, and an endless supply of lawsuits.

Make no mistake about it... In network marketing, people are the commodity that is traded, and YOU are very valuable.

The “Buffer-Zone” is Gone and Took Your Residual Income With It!

Before the internet, organizations and companies were protected by an information buffer zone which shielded them from this onslaught of people, opinions, competitors, and ads.

It’s this buffer zone that allowed relationships to be built, skills to be learned, and loyalties to strengthened.

But the internet destroyed it in the blink of an eye.

It happens all the time...

You’re sitting pretty on top of a fairly large organization. You think you’ve finally found that “residual” pot of income gold at the end of the rainbow.

You’re making about $20,000 a month. You quit your job 5 months ago, bought a new house, that new sports car you’ve always wanted, and paid off all your debt.

Life is good...

Then one day, the company changes their compensation plan just a little bit.

One of your leaders is NOT happy about it. They decide to move to another company, and with one click of a mouse... With one single email to his list of a few thousand recipients upline, downline and side-line... He basically destroys dozens of people’s businesses, cutting their checks in half or even worse... Including yours.

The income you’re relying on to pay the mortgage, invest for retirement, and put your kids through school literally vanishes overnight.

If something similar to this scenario hasn’t happened to you yet... It will.

It’s a sobering thought when you realize that your lively-hood in an MLM business is completely dependent upon strangers you’ve never met.

You don’t know their long-term plans. You don’t know about their family problems, and you don’t know what they’ll do next, yet your check is dependent upon them and thousands of
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others just like them because you simply cannot earn a full-time living on your own personal efforts with an MLM compensation plan. It’s not designed for that.

This wasn’t a problem in the past, but it is today.

You see, the internet is a tool that allows communication at a level that has never been seen by the world before, where opinions, rumors, promotions, and advertisements can now spread across the globe faster than you can blink your eye.

**Massive revenues can be gained or lost in days** for a company with nothing more than a well placed negative opinion report on the search engines.

Downlines can be destroyed overnight by false rumors or leaders who jump ship.

Distributors have instant access to an endless supply of tools, systems, leaders, training, opinions, and sales pitches which continuously plant seeds of doubt, and distract them with promises of better, faster, and easier.

Competing ads can be flaunted on the very door-step of a company’s search engine results.

*And There’s Nothing You Can Do About It.*

The very moment your new distributor feels frustration... Feels trapped... Feels failure... He or she will instantly open up to the endless supply of alternatives filling their inboxes on a daily basis with the very thing that will cure their pain – and ‘poof’, they are gone.

**There is no long-term commitment** because networkers are only as loyal as his or her options, and thanks to the internet, their options are now endless and one click away.

If you’re a leader in the industry, you know exactly what I’m talking aboutand from this point forward, it’s never going to stop.

For better or worse, this is the new reality of network marketing.

**How The Game Is Played Today:**

The first and most critical observation to note is that **the very economics of MLM are changing.** The cost of sponsoring a new rep in the cold market continues to spiral upward, while the actual return and “life time value” of that rep continues to decline.

We are faced with the fact that...

- Full page ads in an industry magazine that cost $500 eight years ago, now costs $3,000.
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• Email marketing is dead, and the ability to advertise in a massive, targeted, and affordable way died with it.
• You will be forced to recruit everyday for the lifespan of your business just to combat the constant attrition that will plague your organization.
• The all important practice of retailing has become taboo, putting 90%+ of the focus and attention of the business on recruiting instead of customer acquisition which is where the long-term, stable money is found.
• The industry holds less and less appeal to the white collar business professional who has a hard time seeing how he/she’s going to quickly replace a six-figure income peddling vitamins and fruit juice.
• Systematic team training has become next to impossible as new systems pop up from different leaders within the same company every 30 days, which promise to be the answer for the struggling newbie.
• Instead of focusing on the development of personal skills and a single system, an “I’ll try this for a few weeks”, lottery mentality for lead sources, websites, and magical tools that will “build the business for you”, has taken over.

So What Now?

Well that’s the million-dollar question isn’t it?

You know... I have to be honest. There is no right or wrong answer.

It really all depends on what you personally want out of your business, and if you’re willing to deal with the negatives that come with an MLM these days.

If you’d like to build a new business every 9-24 months... Hey... Go for it. There’s LOTS of money to be made quickly in MLM right now. It’s just not going to last anywhere near as long as it used to and you’ll probably find your business receding just as fast as it grew.

As for us, that kind of merry-go-round has no appeal because we’ve cut through the hype and come to a sobering conclusion...

It doesn’t matter what company you build in MLM. You’re going to face the same challenges we just mentioned above in all of them. The industry itself had changed, and you’re never going to find a single product or compensation plan that will fix it.

No...

I’m sorry to say, but the promise of life-long residual income is all but gone. There’s the rare 1 in 1000 exception, but as a whole, Network Marketing has turned into a 3-ring circus of “quick-turn” building driven by greed, hype, and fear of loss where only the true, incredibly skilled professionals can reliably make any significant amount of money.

We’re tired of the jumping, the attrition, the rumor control, the baby-sitting, having to explain why one opportunity is better than another. Dealing with prospects who think $300 to start a business is too much money... Seriously...
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It’s just not worth our time, it’s not fun, and we know for a fact that a quickly growing list of industry professionals are coming to the same conclusion which is opening the door to the concept of G.P.T.

If You’d Like To Make More Money Faster Without The Financial Risks Of A Downline, G.P.T Is The Answer You’ve Been Waiting For!

It’s actually been around a few years already, but G.P.T. is quickly becoming THE solution for the challenges facing network marketers in the internet age.

G.P.T. stands for: “Get Paid Today”, which is a concept that summarizes the growing change of focus in the MLM industry from a long-term residual income, to immediate leveraged income.

The Premise Of Get Paid Today Is Simple:

If networkers are going to bounce around from program to program... If competing companies are going to advertise on your front door with a “better/cheaper” product, and if the cost of sponsoring a new rep continues to soar, then the answer is simple:

Get paid a year or more worth of residuals on Day One no matter what happens!

Look...

- In the age of the internet, distributors come and go like the wind, so Get Paid Today.
- “Bigger and better” opportunities launch every six months, taking a piece of your downline with it, so Get Paid Today.
- Money is worth more in your pocket today than it is next year, so Get Paid Today and invest that cash into real residual income streams outside the MLM circus like real-estate or the market.
- It costs more than ever to advertise and sponsor a new rep, so Get Paid a year or more of residual income Today, instead of waiting for the $5.00 commissions to roll in over months or years.
- Most networkers are only employee minded people pretending to be entrepreneurs, which means they’ll rarely do what it takes to be successful, so Get Paid Today for your time and training whether they build a business or not.
- White collar professionals aren’t interested in working 3-4 hours a night selling vitamins for a $500 – $1,000 check, so offer them a vehicle that they can Get Paid Today, and realistically make $10,000/mo with just 5 to 10 customers a month.
- Building an MLM that pays out $10,000 per month requires building a downline of thousands. Get Paid Today and make $10,000 with just 10 customers or less.
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Do you see how profound this concept is in today’s MLM environment? How it solves all of the problems network marketers are facing?

This compressed and rapid flow of income also brings the dream of “working from home” to reality in a realistic manner for the average person.

**G.P.T. Models Are Currently Found In “Top Tier” Opportunities.**

We call them “Top Tier” because of the calibre of people they attract, and the high-level incomes they can produce compared to traditional MLM.

Most, (but not all), are characterized by a “Two-Up” compensation plan, a product or service that is retailed in the $1,500-$2,000 range, and pay out a $1,000+, up-front commission on the sale of that product or service.

One of the primary objections made by networkers against Get Paid Today, Top Tier programs is that there’s no residual income.

**But Is That True?**

Well as this business model develops, residual income has been integrated into several compensation plans already, but there’s another angle that needs to be considered regardless of that...

*When you make a $1,000 commission, it’s like you’re getting paid a year’s worth of residuals up front on Day One with a product purchase, whether the new rep goes on to build a business or not.*

*How large of an organization would you have to build in order to make $4,000/mo in a traditional MLM?*

**500? 700? 1,500? 2,500?**

Pick a number and then double it because 50% of your people will cancel their product orders within 3 months.

What will you do when, (not if), one of your leaders walks out for another deal and takes half your team with them overnight?

We all know darn well that only 1 in 500+ will ever go on to build a team of over 500 reps, yet we’re all selling an “easy way to work part-time and replace your full-time job”.

B.S.

You know it. I know it.
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How many customers would you need in a Top Tier program to make $4,000/mo...?

Drum roll please............ 4.

One customer a week to make an extra $48,000 a year, and that doesn’t even figure in the leverage of the actual compensation plan which can multiply that number by a factor of 10 or $480,000 per year with just 1 new customer per week. (We’ll actually show you these numbers in detail in just a few minutes).

That my friends, is an honest sell when you offer to provide someone with a vehicle to replace their income.

The bottom line is that in today’s MLM environment, you must make enough from your personal activity to justify your time and involvement, because you’ll just continue to spend more money than you make if you don’t.

That leads us to another important consideration when it comes to “residual income”...


Consider this for a moment...

Let’s say that you work your tail off for a year and build up an MLM business that paid you an average of $3,000 a month residually for the next 3 years. That’s a total payout of $108,000 paid out over 3 years. This will never happen because you’ll experience attrition and that check will shrink each month, but we’ll go ahead and stick with that number anyway to keep things simple.

So $3,000/mo for 3 years... Not bad, but is that really the smartest route to go?

Or would it be better to work a business that paid out all $108,000 in the first 12 months without the “residual”?

I think so...

Why? Because that money is worth more today than it will be in 3 years.

Now you can take that $108,000 and invest it in REAL, long-term residual assets like real-estate, mutual-funds, stocks, etc...
I’d rather have $108,000 invested into real-estate or a mutual fund than siphon off $3,000 a month for 3 years (especially when I know that money can disappear over night if one of my leaders jumps ship).

Heck, if you want the “illusion” of residual income, take the $108,000 made in 12 months, put it into a money market account, and then instruct your bank to transfer $3,000 of it into your checking account each month.

**No disappearing downline or dipping sales volume to worry about**, and at least you can make some interest on it for a few years.

Get Paid Today. Why wait on $5 Mickey Mouse commissions to drip in when you have no idea how long it will last? Get a year or more of that money up front on Day One, and then **do some real damage with it outside MLM**.

---

**Which Costs More: A Top Tier Opportunity, Or Traditional MLM?**

The second common objection to Top Tier programs is the start-up costs are “too high”.

Actually, they are much less expensive than a traditional supplement based MLM. The average start-up cost and monthly auto-ship order for a traditional MLM is about $200. That comes out to $2,500+ a year when you factor in taxes and shipping.

**A Top Tier program is usually a one time expense. One time, and you’re done.**

By the time you hit your third year in traditional MLM, you’ve spent over $7,500 on vitamins you could have purchased for 70% less at a local store!

Holy smokes! So if you’ve been in MLM about seven years now, you’ve spent over $17,500 on products! Ouch!

Yet, your total cost for a Top Tier after seven years would have never gone passed the average $1,500 cost of the product or service.

But, we’re not done yet...

There is another benefit to Top Tier programs. It’s not very obvious at first, but something you will come to appreciate if you don’t already...
Work With Experienced Peers And
Keep Your Business FUN!

Are you at a point in your MLM career where you just feel burnt out working with people who are brand new to the industry? The one’s who “claim” they want to be financially free but as soon as you mention the start-up cost they start making excuses?

Has your downline turned into a massive pool of people who blame you for the fact that they bought a website and some product but aren’t rich yet?

Or has the FUN been stripped from your work at home dreams because all you do is spend your time dealing with whiners, complainers, and excuse makers for much less money than it’s worth?

Well One Perk Of A Top Tier Opportunity,
Is That It Attracts Top Tier People.

Who you work with is completely up to you, so work with the highest caliber of people possible:

Peers! Professionals! Do’ers! People who make things happen, not excuses.

It makes all the difference in the world when you get to spend your time recruiting and working with people who are just like you. They love this industry, and they don’t need any convincing.

They already know an investment is required and have no problem with it because they are true entrepreneurs.

Top Tier opportunities attract this type of person because the initial start-up cost scares away the time-wasting, tire-kickers faster than you can blink an eye!

Wouldn’t you like to just work with experienced entrepreneurs? People who don’t whine, complain, constantly make excuses, or need you to hold their hand 24/7?

Peers who speak and build with self confidence.

People who don’t “need” money or want you to “save” them, but people who have a track record of success and who want a better vehicle to invest their time, money, and efforts into?

With Top Tier opportunities, you don’t have to work with thousands or tens-of-thousands to make incredible money.

You only need to work with a handful.
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Top Tier Opportunities Pay Out Serious Incomes, So They Attract People Who Like To Make Serious Money

We’ll assume that you’re an experienced networker who knows what they’re doing.

You know how to advertise. You have good communication and phone skills. You work diligently on your business everyday, and you’re a leader to your team…

And how’s it working out so far?

$50,000/mo checks showing up yet? Do you have the new Mercedes in the drive way? Are you flying First Class and sleeping 5-Star? Do you take a cab from the airport to the company convention or a helicopter?

Probably not, and it’s not because you aren’t capable or deserving of that kind of success. It’s just that you’re working a 2"nd tier opportunity that pays out less money for the same amount of work, and attracts people whose goal is to earn $300 – $5,000 a month… Not $30,000 to $100,000 per month.

We all have the same number of hours in a day so why not use them in a business that pays out BIG instead of small when it doesn’t require any more time or effort?

You become as successful as the people you surround yourself with, so why not work with people who truly live lives of luxury instead of people who drive around in mini-vans with “Lose Weight Now, Ask Me How” stickers on the window?

I don’t know about you, but my partners and I got into this industry to earn a massive and stable income, yet we’re faced with the fact that traditional MLM just isn’t the opportunity it used to be.

Trust me, myself and my team of leaders and top earner have chosen this business model for a reason. We have a collective 100+ years of experience in this industry and have everything under the sun and this is the only business model we all embrace.

You came here to learn the secrets of the TOP EARNER. Now, you have the basic knowledge and know-how of what the top earners are doing behind the scenes to generate incomes of well over $10,000 per month consistently.
Where can you go from here?

If you want to get involved in “Top Tier” and work with me personally, see below for my system that I promote.

>> Click Here (or the image above) for the “Top Tier” System that I use and recommend.

For any further questions about working with me using my “Top Tier” opportunity, and benefitting from my coaching, reach out to me on Facebook below: https://www.facebook.com/nick.pratt.564

or email me at: nick@webtrafficlounge.com
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Closing Thoughts

In this ebook, I’ve given you the 4-step Blueprint for you to become a top earner in a short space of time.

1. Get Endless “Free Flowing” Leads With A Blog
2. Promote Affiliate Products
3. Automate Your Marketing
4. Sell High-Ticket Products

You have a choice. You can stay on your current path. This could (possibly) be “Trading Time for Money” and not living the life of your dreams.

Or you can choose the path to legitimately become a top earner in 3-6 months.

Only you can decide....